EasySnug is a spacious, fully-modular prefabricated infill-housing solution. The design
is affordable, flexible and uses an established multi-proof consented prefab system.

☑ Existing compliance documentation
☑ Designed for rapid on-site assembly
☑ Ventilated cavity construction as-standard
☑ Energy efficient air-tight envelope
☑ $2,400 per square meter turn-key.

EasySnug

the fast and affordable home for your backyard.

Factory to Occupation Process
EasySnug has a streamlined component fabrication & on-site assembly process
that ensures weather tightness in as little as one week, and full completion in less than ten.
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EasySnug

the fast and affordable home for your backyard.

The EasySnug is a comfortable, self
sufficient, infill-housing solution that
utalises a durable panel and portal
prefabrication system. High ceilings and
generous spaces make the EasySnug a
long term and high value infill solution.
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01.
36m2 open-plan living, kitchen and
dining space with 3 external elevations to
maximise potential daylight access & views.
This space has a average floor to ceiling
hight of 2.9m, making for a comfortable
and light living environment.

Existing Multiproof Consent.
Utilising a panel and portal-frame
construction approach, all details are
standardised and the same system is
used in designs covered by a MBIE
multiproof consent.

02.
Kitchen included in total cost comes with
color options and is fitted with a Fisher
& Paykel oven, cook-top, stainless steel
dishwasher, rangehood & waste disposal.

01.

Total Flexibility.

03.
All fittings in the 5.8m2 bathroom are
included in the total cost. These include the
basin, chrome taps, shower, toilet, mirror,
towel rail & even the toilet roll holder!

06.

02.

Laundry facilities are included as standard
hidden behind a bi-fold door. These are
located close to the bathroom water supply
and drain to keep service costs down.

8.4m

04.

The portal and panel construction
system allows total flexibility of the
location of windows and external
doorways. This means EasySnug can
be customized to provide optimal
view, sunlight and privacy in all unique
instances. The system also allows for a
gable roof design and the addition of
eaves for reduced lifetime maintenance.

05.
The spacious 13m2 bedroom includes a
large wardrobe and storage space, ample
space for additional furniture and flexible
glazing options.

05.

06.
The panel system used by the EasySnug
means external doorways and windows can
be adapted for each project to better suit
infill site conditions. These openings can be
up to 2.4m in width, allowing for seamless
indoor-outdoor flow.

03.

Fast & Affordable.

EasySnug is a...

☑ no compromises,
☑ highly adaptable,
☑ spacious,
☑ energy efficient,
☑ infill housing solution...
☑ that is ready today.

04.

The EasySnug is available as a kit-set
for $78,200 (materials only) including
kitchen and bathroom fixtures. These
materials can be on site in less than
one month and in as little as ten weeks
a customised EasySnug could be built
and occupied. The EasySnug comes
with a comprehensive step-by-step
instruction guide with specific layout
plans for all stages of construction.
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EasySnug

the fast and affordable home for your backyard.
EasySnug’s in your backyard.

64m2 Footprint.

A design that aims to maximise the
potential habitable space under
the Auckland Unitary plan. This
ensures a comfortable open plan
living arrangement with a spacious
bedroom, bathroom and laundry
while not compromising the existing
dwelling.
Optional cladding variations - Brick.

Screw Pile, Timber Pile and Concrete foundation options.

Flexible Foundation System.

The rigid portal frame and panel
construction method allows for the use
of any foundation system (concrete
slab, timber and/or screw piles). The
designers of EasySnug recommend
galvanized steel screw piles as a fast
and non-disruptive foundation system.

Assembly of a single panel resulting in minimal waste.

An empty EasySnug with two central posts.

Panel and under-floor insulation.

Easily Adaptable.

The floor plan of the EasySnug is
largly free of load-bearing elements,
allowing partitions and external
openings to be adapted easily. Two
posts that are necessary to support the
roof are integrated into the internal
walls of the EasySnug design to
maintain the feeling of openness.
Simulated annual energy consumption of an EasySnug.

Level 6 HomeStar.*

Timber ramp to large 1.1m external level-threshold opening.

☑ Superior insulation with R2.8 Walls,

LifeMark.
☑ Generous 13m2 bedroom space

☑ Built using New Zealand timber

☑ Module system allows for wide

R1.4 Floor, R3.2 Roof.

products and fabricated using local
manufacturing.
*System achieves Homestar Certification in
climate region 1 (Auckland).

An EasySnug floor and wall set under assembly.

facilitates easy mobility.

1m openings throughout for
wheelchair access. The wooden
entry steps can be easily
substituted for a ramp.

Modular component assembly in ‘your backyard’.

average one bedroom house
EasySnug
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Flexible Finishes.

The panel and post system is
designed to work with an external
ventilated cavity. This ensures the
structure stays dry and allows for
a range of claddings including
Shadowclad, Linea weather-board,
Palliside bevel back weather-board or
Austral Brick masonry (pictured).

Reduced Waste.

The prefabricated panels and
frame ensures 2/3rds less waste
on site during construction. During
fabrication the standardised 1.2m
module maximizes the use of sheet
materials resulting in minimal levels of
waste and maximizing value.
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Superior Air-tightness.

SPRING

Excellent airtightness by design –
eliminating drafts and significantly
improving building energy efficiency
(tests indicate less than 3.6 air changes
per hour (ACH) with conventional
housing generally experiencing
between 7 and 10 ACH).

Proven System.

The prefabricated portal and post
solution used by EasySnug has been
deployed in over 200 buildings and
is based on a tried and tested panel
construction method. The engineered
system is rigid, dry, and again, backed
up by a nationwide Multiproof
consented system.

Ideal Infill Solution.

Panels can be carried by two people
easily and lifted into place without the
need of a crane or hiab. Likewise the
portal frames can be erected without
the need for mechanical assistance.
This lowers the cost of construction &
makes it easier to build the EasySnug
in difficult to access infill sites.
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